
Messages from the Kinder Room 

Fortnight ending 1 May 2015 

Recapping our previous  

learning 
 

What an exciting fortnight we have had.  The 

other week, unfortunately we lost power due 

to a truck snapping the  overhead electricity 

wire.  We were very lucky because the police 

and fire brigade attended the accident and Citi-

power came to remove the live wire and re-

connect us—which is another story…. 

 

In March, we discussed the emergency services 

and the fire truck was the hit of the conversa-

tion, so we were fortunate enough to witness 

the fantastic work these guys do first hand and 

we jumped on the opportunity to get them to 

come back the following week to talk to the 

children about what else they do. 

Fire and Police visited the Centre on Friday 1st May and talked to the children about what 
they do.  

 We had the opportunity touch the equipment and get in the police van 

The wire across our 
yard—we couldn’t play 

until it was removed 

CitiPower in the cherry 
picker removing the ‘live’ 

wire from the road 

CitiPower removing the 
wire from our yard 

Firemen Nasi, Tom and Sandy from Station 18 - Haw-
thorn - talking with the children about their job …. 

 

Constables Mark and Jimmy from 

Boroondara council - Kew 



We learnt about the protective clothing they have 

to wear to protect them when they are working - 

the jackets are very heavy but it protects them 

from the fire and the helmet protects their heads 

Learning outcome 2 -  Children are connected with and contribute 

to their world 

Asking the hard hitting 
questions …….. 

 

Joshua - ”Do you rescue cats from trees?” 

Fireman Tom - “Yes we certainly do” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shristi - “Why do you have a 
hose? 

Fireman Sandy - “It helps us 
put out the fire” 

 

Fireman Tom - “What num-
ber do you call in an emer-
gency?” 

Everyone - “0 0 0”  

 

“Why is the truck red?” - Be-
cause RED represents FIRE 

 

Did you know …….. 

The Dalmatian dog was used by the fire brigade when 
they had horse draw buggies.  The Dalmatian ran along-
side the horses and protected them from other dogs 
and animals that might have ‘spooked’ them.  They 
could keep up with the horses and didn’t get tired eas-
ily. 

In the olden days, when the fire alarm sounded, the 
dogs would run outside on the street and warn people 
that the wagon was coming out. 

The dogs were important at the fire because they kept 
the horses calm - they are scared of fire - and they also 
protected the equipment and horses from being stolen. 
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Continuation of intentional learning 

activities from last week 

We continued our learning on topics that 

improve the children’s general knowledge. 

In this fortnight we ensured a seamless 

transfer of play based activities from the 

topic of ‘Height’ to ‘Weight’. 

Edward got an idea. He collected his tool box for 
measuring various objects in the kinder room. The 
positive impact of the intentional teaching topics are 
evident from these child initiated activities. 

WEIGHT 
The topic ‘Weight’ was introduced to the chil-

dren because it was the intentional activity 

planned for this fortnight. The children were 

encouraged to carry various objects in the 

kinder room and have a feeling of the weight. 

All kinder children were also asked to compare 

the weights of different objects by merely rais-

ing the objects by their hands. 

This led to the introduction of the concept 

‘heavy and light’. Most of the kinder children 

made their judgement on which object is heav-

ier in comparison to one or more other objects. 

 

Kinder children develop a range of skills and 

processes such as problem solving, enquiry, 

experimentation, hypothesising, researching 

and investigating (EYLF 4.2) when they are pre-

sented with innovative learning experiences.  

This was an activity introduced to all the 

kinder children to make decisions on which 

size of the scale will be heavier based on the 

size of the objects placed on the scale. The 

children were able to make a connection with 

size and the relative weight when comparing 

similar objects.  
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Flynn and Jarvis are engaged in another activity relat-

ing to the topic ‘Heavy and light’. They looked at the 

pictures and made their own judgements as to which 

picture was heavy. 

All the kinder children displayed a higher level atten-

tion and participation when the learning experiences 

are introduced through innovative and non-

conventional learning tools. 

Playing with activities related to ‘Heavy 
and Light’ concept 

We introduced a mechanical bathroom 

scale to extend the learning activities. A 

demonstration was held for the chil-

dren to understand how the bathroom 

scale can be used to check the weight.  

The children volunteered to check their 

weight. They learned that the scale 

reading moves when they stand on the 

scale. They also learned to read the 

scale.  

The children checked the weight of vari-

ous objects in the kinder room using 

various objects. Some children tried to 

guess the weight before placing on the 

scale.  

 During this process the children con-

tributed constructively to mathematical 

discussions and arguments (EYLF: 4.2.6) 

by making predictions and comparing 

weights. 

 

INTRODUCTION OF BATHROOM SCALE  

The children are standing on the scale to 

check their weight 
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Zain and Zac  are checking their 

weight using a bathroom scale. 

Children making sand sacks The children are checking the weight of 

sand bags using the bathroom scale 

Thomas is counting the  sand sacks before 
weighing and said “ There are ten sacks” 
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Havana, Edward and Eunice are placing 
various objects in the handmade scale 

Edward and Lucas are observing and ex-
perimenting with the scale 

Learning to work as a group and getting 
involved in shared learning experiences 
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Children are making  their own decisions on what they want to eat. 
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Isabel, Jonathan and Xavier are helping to make their friend’s beds.     

Shristi is making her own bed for a rest.  

Helping to keep the kinder areas clean and tidy 

We use scaffolding as a strategy to 
assist the children to realise their   
potential – Here Christine is  assisting 
Jessie to extend her capabilities with 
minimum intervention  

Flynn is helping to rearrange the alphabet 

Havana is make food 
in the home corner  
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Other Kinder Activities contd.. 

Edward and Lucas are improving 
their cutting skills 

Proud of his achievements! 
 Matthew built a truck using differ-
ent colour blocks and said” I made a 
big truck” 
 

The children are learning to play 
collaboratively by building a train 
track together 

We made a bridge!  
Imaginative play initiated by the children 

The children are motivated to  
 make their own decisions. Here Havana 
and Rose decided to make puzzles in the 
outside play area. 

Mac and Aishwarya are 
engaged in Mother’s Day 
activities 
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Dear Parents, 

As you can see, we had a busy fortnight. The children enjoyed a 

range of interesting play based learning activities. 

We invite you to share any interesting stories about the learning 

that children share with you and provide any feedback to           

Improve the programme. 

Thank You 

 


